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INTRODUCTION
Feature
• Polyaphron dispersion or PAD TechnologyTM is a novel innovative and proprietary
topical formulation and drug delivery system that allows formulation and efficient
topical delivery of challenging molecules, while maintaining a favorable aesthetic feel
of the formulation1.
• Many topical drugs of interest are difficult to formulate due to poor solubility, poor
chemical stability or poor permeation through the skin2. Often formulators must
sacrifice aesthetics by resorting to anhydrous systems to overcome these challenges.
(Figure 2)7.
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Figure 4. Calcipotriene And Betamethasone Dipropionate Are pH Incompatible

• Aqueous creams are preferred by patients but considered less efficacious3,4. There
exists a need for a vehicle combining the low irritancy and effective drug delivery of
ointments with the aesthetic appeal of light creams and lotions.
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PAD TECHNOLOGY™
• PAD Technology™: Nanoscale bicontinuous multi-molecular
structure of oil, water and surfactants forming a robust outer
shell (Figure 1).
• PAD Technology™ formulations are manufactured in a modular
process enabling integration of multiple functionalities (Figure
3).
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• A commercial aqueous cream combination product of
calcipotriene and betamethasone dipropionate utilizes PAD
Technology to overcome the incompatible pH requirements to
ensure chemical stability of the actives5. (Figures 4, 5).
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Figure 2. Formulation requirements and traditional alternatives

CONCLUSION
• PAD Technology enables a greatly expanded formulation space. The modular nature
grants unique freedom for formulation flexibility to maximise efficacy and aesthetics.
• PAD technology is well-suited for formulation of unstable or low solubility actives.

96–750 nm

• Fully solubilized actives are delivered to stratum corneum after
application of the formulation and evaporation of water phase.

▪ Step 1: Formulation of one or more
highly concentrated oil-in-water PADs
− Can be optimised by emulsifier, oil
choice, API saturation

• A product that has improved aesthetics is more likely to be
used as often as instructed, directly resulting in improved
patient outcomes9.
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Figure 5. PAD Technology™ Delivers CAL And BDP Effectively To The Stratum
Corneum In An Aqueous Formulation

▪ Step 2: Formulation of a polymeric
gel phase (usually carbomer)
− Can
be
optimised
by
pH,
humectants, rheological profile

• PAD Technology is a proven scalable technology applicable to commercial drug
manufacture.
• PAD Technology aqueous cream formulations can be designed without compromising
efficacy, safety/tolerability or aesthetics, which enables high patient satisfaction.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of multimolecular bicontinuous layer of organized
surfactant, oil and water forming a robust shell structure around the oil rich core.
Scanning electron microscope images showing PAD droplet with inner oil core (b)
and outer shell (c).

▪ Step 3: Combine PAD module(s)
with gel phase to finalise the
optimised cream
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Figure 3. PAD module(s) combined with aqueous polymeric gel phase.
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